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Photographer: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
Nikon D750
f/ 5.0 1/ 30sec ISO250 | 24mm

This took me a while to come up with an idea, then to set
it up. I tried a number of places around the house and
settled on this as I wanted natural light from the window,
so I utilized the tripod as demonstrated in Brent's video! A
new trick--thanks! I did some very minor edits in LR, but
could not get rid of the shadow top right.. Tried the filter,
but I cannot figure out how to use that! Anyway, I did use
the radial filter on the limes to lighten the surface closest
to the light--and cleaned some excess baking soda off the
table. The table is actually a tall table in my dining
room...not at sitting level! Happy Mothers Day to all Moms
out there!

DRILL INSTRUCTOR'S MEMO
WELCOME TO ISSUE 27 OF
PHOTO BOOTCAMP MAGAZINE!
In this issue we'll explore the concept of visual balance
in our photography. Many times when we create images
we would like our viewer to be comfortable and feel a
sense of calm when looking at our work. Unless you're
purposely working on a tension- filled project or subject
matter, of course.
We'll take a look at how we can control the visual
balance of our images by using specific placement of
objects and colours. What and how visual balance
works in photography will also be discussed in this
issue.

Brent Mail

Then you can check out the images from BootCamp
members who have taken on the Visual Balance
challenge.

VISUAL
BALANCE

V ISUA L BA L A NCE

"What I dream of is an art of balance, of
purity and security devoid of troubling
or depressing subject matter - a soothing,
calming influence on the mind, rather
like a good armchair which provides
relaxation from physical fatigue."
~Henry Matisse

V ISUA L BA L A NCE

What is visual balance in photography?
Visual balance is one of the rules of composition. It is created when the objects in your frame are evenly
distributed across the scene using the visual weight, space and colour to create a balance in the image.
Your scene is in balance when different parts of the image draw the viewers attention equally.
Why it's important to use visual balance in your photographs
Using visual balance in your photos helps create peace, unity and order to the viewer?s eye and mind. It
creates an equilibrium that makes your image feel complete and harmonious. If there is no balance in your
image it creates tension and can feel uncomfortable.

V ISUA L BA L A NCE

What types of visual balance are there in photography?
There are several ways to place objects that will create visual balance. You can place items on the left and
right of your frame or you can place them in the top and bottom of the frame to create balance. That?s one
way. You can arrange them diagonally across from each other as well. This is symmetrical balance.
Asymmetrical balance is more subtle. By balancing items that have more visual weight with those that
have less visual weight, you create a different sense of balance. What do we mean by visual weight? Larger
objects carry a heavier visual weight than smaller items. The objects that draw your eye immediately tend
to have a heavier visual weight. Things like dark objects, bold colors, textures, patterns, movement all pull
your eye more strongly than the opposite of those. You can use the heavy and light together if you place
them carefully in your frame.

V ISUA L BA L A NCE

How to create visual balance in your photographs
Start with what you have. It can be ingredients in your kitchen, tools in your garage or your child?s toys.
Choose several items that you feel work together and start arranging them one item at a time. Place the
first item and use the next item to balance the first. Then continue to add objects all while paying close
attention to the placement and feel of the arrangement. Step back and look to see if it feels heavy to one
side or if it feels balanced.
Keep playing. If it something feels off to you, rearrange what you have until it feels balanced. Try both
vertical and horizontal orientations. Photograph from above or other angles. Be sure to check your depth of
field and lighting. If you want everything in focus close down your aperture and use a wide- angle lens. Get
creative with colors and shapes. Start simple and add elements. And of course, have fun with it. If you need
some inspiration check out the Pinterest board for examples.

MEMBERS'
IMAGES

Photographer: PETER DWIGHT
Country: AUSTRALIA
Sony A7iii
1/ 400sec ISO640 | 31mm

Hi all, my interpretation of visual balance as I
am a mechanic I used the tools of my trade.

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
Peter, This is super creative and I love how
you took your everyday tools and made
them into art. I love both versions, but I
will say I prefer the B&W- - - I tend to like
B&W in any event. Well done!

Photographer: LAURA GRIFFITHS
Country: SOUTH AFRICA
ISO 720 47mm f6,3 1/ 500 sec.

I've taken to the high colour of Brent's food video with a lunch
dish we often have as its easy and quick to prepare from
whatever we have in the fridge. A wrap, some salad
ingredients, cold chicken, fish or meat (in this case biltong),
some peppadew chutney mixed with hummus to line the
strip under the ingredients, and some chili sauces (Schiracha
or whatever) coriander or rocket, seasoning on top of the
chopped salad. I added a long narrow radial filter to the food
strip opposite the natural window light to lighten that side as
I didn't use a filler light and it was a bit shadowy.

Feedback: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
Yummo, I'm starving! I understand the idea of
placing the ingredients used around the
tortilla/ wrap, for balance. The POI is awesome,
everyone will be able to enjoy it because you have
sooo graciously shared the main ingredients :)
Great first image for this challenge... can't wait to
see your next image, LOL!

Photographer: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 11 1/ 8sec ISO500

Hi everyone! My first shot had to come from the archives so
to speak due to homeschooling commitments. I decided to
have a play continuing my learning in Photoshop. This shot
was taken a couple of years ago in a forest. I was drawn to
the way the cone had fallen and landed and the proximity of
the contrasting leaves. I did very little editing in Photoshop,
but played around with a couple of filters, firstly in Topaz
Labs 2 and then decided to look at the Nik Colour Efex Pro. A
bit of fun before my indoor lighting adventure begins.

Feedback: PETER BRODY
Country: USA
Janette, the pine cone nailed a "perfect
landing" in the forest of golden leaves,
with a touch of ivy "beaming" through. The
judges scored it a 10! !

Photographer: NICK ELLIS
Country: AUSTRALIA

Feedback: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA

f/ 8 1/ 50sec ISO640 | 5mm

This photo captures my eye in two
complementary ways. The mostly vertical
arrangement and darker colors contrasts with
the horizontal grain of the wood to fill the space
in a pleasing way. The mostly monochromatic
tones add even more. Well done.

I was out in the shed to do some sawdust
making and thinking about this month's
challenge. I thought most others might go
with a cooking theme, so I'll pick a few items I
use in my other passion!

Photographer: RUTH LOPEZ
Country: USA
f/ 9 8sec ISO100

I learned so much about light during this month's
challenge. After several unsatisfying attempts at
indoor food shots, I researched online and found
quite a few tips on "chiaroscuro", or light- dark
photography. Not only have I always liked this
style but it is also easier for me to implement:
the lighting is fairly soft in my house, I don't have
any indoor lighting gear, and our eclectic
dinnerware is more suitable for a 'rustic' look.
This 3rd submission was a simple setup using
chiaroscuro: my husband's favorite snacks on a
cutting board placed on a chair beside a sliding
glass door, and the curtains closed to create a
narrow slit of light. The backdrop is just his blue
vest over the chair back. It took a bit of time to
visually balance the items and get the beam of
light to land where I wanted, but it was fun.
Fortunately my husband doesn't mind if his beer
isn't ice cold ;) The glass needed post processing
in PS to remove the most noticeable scratches
and reflections, and to add a 'spot light' in the
liquid to enhance the glow. The rest of the
processing was done in LR using radial and
graduated filters in LR to reinforce the light.

Feedback: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL
Love your illumination Ruth, it creates an
interesting mood. I really like the result - well
done!

Photographer: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
f/ mm

Great shots shared to date. I am struggling
with this one. Have decided to use shots
from May 2019 taken on my phone. Went
fishing for an afternoon and the fish on
show was returned. I do not have the shot
details.

Feedback: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA
A well balanced image Denis! It brings back
memories from my childhood - my Dad was an
avid fisherman and I came along on some of
his expeditions. Well done!

Photographer: EREZ SHILAT
Country: ISRAEL

Feedback: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA

f/ 4.2 1/ 125sec ISO200

Hmmm... two images and the question of balance
required some thought. I compared the images
side by side and found myself visually drawn to
the colored image, but why? The color adds more
depth, I feel drawn in for a closer look and I spent
more time looking at it. I feel it is visually
balanced. Really interesting image, Erez! :)

Crime scene. Used a flash. PS used to extend the
background, enhancing DOF by blurring the background
and the far zucchini, playing with the colors and some
general filters. Still playing with the asymmetric balance.
I'll add a pure B&W in the comments. Do you think that
the color affects the balance here?

Photographer: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
I'm a bit late to the party this month. For
this submission, I decided to go for
simplicity and just a touch of order. In my
mind, this was an attempt to balance out
the complete chaos that's happening...both
on health and environmental levels. Shot on
the floor using early morning window light.,
and a sheet of white card to lessen the
shadows a little. Red Chilies.

Feedback: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: AUSTRALIA
Simple is good Kerrie. Well done with the
lighting, and red and green always work
together. Excellent presentation with plenty
of plain border around the colour.

Photographer: PETER BRODY
Country: USA
f/ 5.0 1/ 25sec ISO320 | 15mm

I took this photo today using my marble chess
board as the background. I collect rocks and
gemstones wherever we travel. Here is an
inspirational photo that I hope makes the
viewer smile. I left negative space on either
side of the diagonal so as not to clutter the
scene.

Feedback: KERI DOWN
Country: AUSTRALIA
This made me smile Peter. Really lovely shot. I
was also concerned before I saw the shot
when you mentioned gemstones because I
was working on my shot and thought nooooo
and I would have to explain that I didn't steal
your idea LOL! ! !

Photographer: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA
f/ 8.0 5 sec ISO125

I can?t get my day started without ?Morning Coffee?!
It?s how I get mentally balanced to meet the
never- ending breaking news. I arranged the pot,
creamer, and cup & saucer to form a triangle to
create visual balance. I shot this photo with my
Sony a7riv and 24- 70 zoom lens at 65 mm on a
tripod.

Feedback: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
Good heavens, Richard... No Keurig, Nespresso or
Mr. Coffee? LOL! Your pot, creamer, cup & saucer
are very well balanced. I have to admit, they are
beautiful and more delicate than anything that
would survive the ogres in this household :)

Photographer: SARA O'BRIEN
Country: USA
f/ 3.8 1/ 60sec | 20mm

So I decided to photograph the makings for lasagna.
A recipe my husband's aunt gave me. Thankfully the
lasagna turned out delicious, I am not sure about the
images. I have a new respect for food photographers.
And for some reason, I have lost the ISO.

Feedback: LAIMA RATAJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Well done Sara, I prefer the cropped version. I
totally accept how difficult this challenge is. I
am still working on it! Like Brent, I have a new
respect for food photographers . Well done.

Photographer: BRUCE PATTERSON
Country: USA
Nikon D500
f/ 9.0 1/ 20sec ISO560 | 12mm

I enjoyed the Balance video and took inspiration
from it. I decided to combine a salad and a photo
session. The results are below. This shot is one of
20. Lots of different layouts and trials. This one is
from the middle of the session. This is a new lens
for me and this was the first real session I have
used it. I cropped the image a good deal because
the visible cutting board had a great amount of
foreshortening. I thought I was holding the
camera level but was obviously wrong. Lesson
learned. I tried to use lines and colors to balance
each other.I also used a bit of off camera lighting
including ceiling lights and a Lume Cube. The end
product was delicious by the way!

Feedback: PETER DWIGHT
Country: AUSTRALIA
Great job Bruce ,so I guess you are having salad
for your meal now that you have everything out.

FEATURED
ARTIST

F E A T UR E D KERI DOWN
I M A G E A U STR A L I A

Photographer: KERI DOWN
Country: AUSTRALIA
This photo is more about my artwork than the photo
LOL! ! ! This is actually a difficult task. I spent more
time carving veggies for my masterpiece which
turned out to not be one, however I enjoyed myself.
So in the vein of lightheartedness here goes.

GETTING TO KNOW
OUR FEA TURED A RTIST:
KERI DOWN | AUSTRALIA
Brent: How did you get started n photography?
Keri: I didn't really take up photography until 4 years
ago. My partner said "everyone needs a hobby" so my
first DSLR was purchased and here I am still learning the
same camera and kit lens combo.
Brent: What sparked your original interest in
photography??
Keri: My original interest was sparked because I felt I
was able to capture things. I received encouragement to
keep trying, to go beyond just taking a snap shot.
Brent: What is the most challenging photo you?ve ever
taken and how did you overcome those challenges? ?
Keri: I was asked to photograph a girlfriend's daughter's
pre- formal. I had never photographed people so that in
itself was such a challenge. Lighting, capturing the
moments while not feeling forced and doing her justice
was stressful but one of the shots made it into
Bootcamp 06 "black and white" That was rewarding.
Brent: What is your favorite subject to photograph?
Keri: My favourite subject to photograph......it was
always sunsets and sunrises but as I have evolved , I
now enjoy a little abstract or arty.

F E A T UR E D KERI DOWN
A R T I S T A U STR A L I A

Keri's favorite inspirational quote:

"It seems to me that the natural world
is the greatest source of visual beauty,
the greatest source of intellectual
interest. It is the greatest source of so
much in life, that makes life worth
living." - Sir David Attenborough.

F E A T UR E D KERI DOWN
A R T I S T A U STR A L I A

Brent: How do you educate yourself to improve your photography skills?
Keri: To be honest, other than watching you tube tutorials, I am a huge fan of bootcamp. The amount of knowledge
amongst the members and Brent, our mentor, is truly what has helped me improve as a photographer. Quite
literally I wait for the next masterclass each month. It gives me a focus and a challenge to grow.
Brent: The sky?s the limit, no constraints...What are your grand photography dreams?
Keri: To be honest I am a humble person so in the grand photography realm, I just want to be able to share how I
see things and have my pictures invoke a feeling.

F E A T UR E D KERI DOWN
A R T I S T A U STR A L I A

Brent: Tell us about the image (the featured image): What was the inspiration behind it? What was your process to
get it? How did you do the post processing?
Keri: So this image made me think I have got to try something different. I googled food art and did my best. I spent
hours playing with food. I set up the scene and tried to get something. By this time the swans were starting to
lose form so I did my best to capture the scene. For post processing I did a very basic edit. Contrast, colour, clarity
and that was it. I just used my computer photo editing program so not much chop. Pardon the pun.
Brent: What advice would you give to someone just starting on their photography adventure?
Keri: Life is hard so have a focus and show the incredible beauty in our world that is open to you through the art of
photography. And join a group. Having challenges is an amazing way to grow.

MEMBERS'
IMAGES

Photographer: DAVE KOH
Country: SINGAPORE
f/ 5 1/ 25sec ISO125 | 105mm

Using fruits as the subject for this shot with a macro
lens at f5 to blur the background fruits. A lightbox is
being used with my mobile phone torch brightening
the side of the front apple.

Feedback: JANETTE PLANCK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Beautiful shot Dave. I love the sharp focus on the
green apple and the water drops, the fading of the
black into the apple in your foreground while the
background is out of focus. Clever use of the green
apple to the side to balance your composition. Well
done. You nailed the lighting!

Photographer: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
f/ 4.5 1/ 100sec ISO100

I used Brent's technique to photograph the
image from above, however I had to stand on a
chair to accomplish it. Next time I will use a
coffee table instead! Sprayed water on the
bowl of Salsa ingredients and took a number of
promising shots. Then I managed to
accidentally delete the majority of them :(
Soooo... this is one of the few that weren't
deleted. Light source is late afternoon sunshine
through a window.

Feedback: JUAN ACOSTA
Country: USA
This is great Gina, The textures of the
vegetables are so "life like" you can see the
freshness with their vibrant colors.

Photographer: RODNEY CHARLTON
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 5.6 3sec ISO200 | 25mm

I decided to get out some of my SLR film
camera kit and arrange it on my old paper
guillotine. While I probably shot Kodak film
more often than not, the Agfa roll that I found
in my bag and which is a tad out of date, fitted
better with the colour scheme. Again this was
a night time shoot using my dining room lights.
However glass and plastic tend to reflect a lot
with the camera positioned overhead directly
under the lights, so I used the reflector instead
of a diffuser and bounced the light up to the
ceiling to minimise the highlights and multiples
light point sources appearing (5 bulbs in our
light fitting! ). A bit of the light returned to light
the arrangement, hence the slow shutter
speed.

Feedback: LAIMA RATAJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA
Fabulous shot Rodney and how you manage
the lighting is interesting reading. Thank you, I
also love the orange background.

Photographer: RON DU BOIS
Country: GREAT BRITAIN
Canon 600D
f/ 6.3 1/ 40sec ISO400 | 22mm

On a theme of making do at home
during lockdown! There seemed to be
so many ways of presenting this...but
here goes.

Feedback: PETER BRODY
Country: USA
Very nice, Ron. I like how the ripple in the fabric and
the hint of red in it curves from the upper right corner
drawing my eyes around the photo to settle on the
measuring tape's center in the lower right corner.

Photographer: VALERIE WORTHEN
Country: USA
f/ 5.6 1/ 1000sec ISO800 | 95mm

I've been trying to create a balanced photo
as well as a mood. After multiple
rearrangements I finally landed on one to
submit. This is my picnic on the river :).

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
Hi Valerie. Very well set up and composed. Has a
lovely romantic feel to it. Balance is spot on as is
the lighting in my opinion. Good work. Well done.

Photographer: ANDREW ROBINSON
Country: AUSTRALIA

Feedback: RICHARD HUTSON
Country: USA

f/ 1.8 1/ 1100sec ISO25 | 4.25mm

Andrew, This is a very interesting and well
balanced image. It's noteworthy that the workers
must also have good balance to accomplish their
tasks without falling off of the structure.

Chaotic balance on a building site in the
Rocks Sydney. I shot this on my Iphone XS
while on my daily lockdown walk.

Photographer: ANTHONY CADDEN
Country: AUSTRALIA
f/ 9 4sec ISO100

I was walking around my house looking for
balance and found a mirrored tall boy
reflecting objects sitting on top. I grabbed 3
porcelain balls from the cupboard and
placed evenly on top. The angle of the
camera was done to get a balanced
reflection, then changed to black and white
for more drama. Modifying the black and
white mix allows me to adjust contrast.

Feedback: JUDY WARD
Country: CANADA
Hi Anthony - adding some negative space around the
objects made the image better, in my opinion. What I
really like is the balance between the busy pattern in
the balls and the black background. Very nicely done.

Photographer: DERRYL FRIESEN
Country: THAILAND
f/ 7.1 1/ 200sec ISO500 | 140mm

I am loving the walks and rides along our small city's canals and
waterways. Spring is teeming with life! I love the visual balance
of the two newborn goslings "bracketed" and proudly displayed
by their parents. I love this photo even more because it
celebrates the rescue of our two little grandchildren, literally
pulled from their beds minutes before their rooms and entire
house were engulfed in flames. My daughter and husband lost
everything they have worked for in the past 10 years. But . . .
Adonai . . . our Creator God and Supreme Master of this universe
saw fit to rescue our little family. This photo is a celebration of
their new life. (BTW, the little gosling on the right "with attitude"
pretty much sums up our little two- year- old Raya! )

Feedback: SHEREE EBANKS
Country: CAYMAN ISLANDS
Wow, Derryl. I really love the framing in
this photo. Your story is so very sad, but
thank god your family was rescued. This
has very special meaning for everyone
now that knows the story! Well done. I
hope your daughter and husband will be
OK and able to rebuild, it is hard, especially
with two young children- - I wish them all
the best.

Photographer: JUDY WARD
Country: CANADA
f/ 11 0.3sec ISO100 | 35mm

been away for a while, but I'm once again
hoping to carve out more time for my
photography. 'Bunny & Bear' was taken using a
tripod to get the stitch detail sharp using
natural light from a window. I attempted to
find balance in how I arranged my stash of
yarns, the tools and finished toys.

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA
Hi Judy! Really lovely image with nice visual
balance . I really love the detail in the yarns,
and the changing colours of the background.
The red knitting needles look as though they
are floating! The time you put in to set this
up was well worth the effort. Well done,
Judy..and welcome back!

Photographer: LAIMA RATAJCZAK
Country: AUSTRALIA

Feedback: KERRIE CLARKE
Country: AUSTRALIA

f/ 2.8 1/ 60sec ISO640 | 50mm

Nice image, Laima. I especially like the
complementary colours in this, also your
use of a light background makes it work
for me. Well done.

My first submission for this challenge was
taken when my husband was making chili
sauce for the first time! !

Photographer: LEILA GONZALEZ SULLIVAN
Country: USA
Nikon D5300
f/ 5.6 1/ 60sec ISO100 | 52mm

My first try at visual balance, using beach stuff
since that is where I am still on lockdown. Used a
tripod and edited in LR and PS mildly to remove
unwanted bits. I found this first submission rather
difficult; have to continue playing with subjects.

Feedback: BRENDA POTTS
Country: USA
Nice work setting this up, Leila. Great texture and
the grass is a great idea. I feel like something is
needed in the lower right to complete the balance.
Great subject matter... I've been trying to think of
non- food subjects, so this is inspiring.

Photographer: LYNTON STACEY
Country: AUSTRALIA
Panasonic GX8
f/ 9 1/ 40sec ISO400 | 35mm

One of my hobbies is brewing beer at home, so I have
put together a visual weight exercise using some of
my gear, and including 3 samples of different beers
(X= XPA, B=Belgian Dubbel, R=Russian Imperial Ale
bottled this morning. Taste is superb! ) Photo taken
with natural light in my garage where I brew. I tried
shooting also at table level, but the results were
disappointing.

Feedback: DENIS O'BYRNE
Country: IRELAND
Hi Lynton. Welcome to Bootcamp. I hope you will enjoy
the experience and gain valuable experience. A very nice
group of people eager to learn and impart knowledge.
Your shot brings back memories of days gone by. Nicely
set out and balanced. I look forward to seeing your
contributions in the months ahead. Well done.

Photographer: SIG RANNEM
Country: CANADA
f/ 11 1/ 100sec ISO100 | 43mm

I have not yet gotten myself organized to do
a "Brent- type meal shoot" or similar - still
working on it. In the meantime here is a
photo from the past, the Ferris Wheel at
Place de la Concorde in Paris, as seen from
the Tuileries Gardens

Feedback: GINA SKINNER
Country: USA
I love everything about this, Sig! I find the Ferris
Wheel to be an Iconic reminder of the fun and
enjoyment associated with our County Fair. Tiny as it
was, a happy time and opportunity to share the
merriment with the entire community :) This image
looks and feels like an artistic illustration, not one of
everyday life but of joy and excitement. Also... I find it
to be perfectly balanced, lol. Did I mention that I love
everything about it? :)
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